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To buy one of the top-selling baby monitors at the Babies "R" Us superstore in Secaucus, an 

expectant Mom or Dad has to ask a salesperson to open up a locked display cabinet — the same theft-

protection strategy that electronics stores often use to protect a sought-after smart phone. 

 

The Lorex LIVE Sense baby monitor can take photos and videos of a sleeping baby.  

Indeed, some of the devices that have arrived in baby stores during the past two years might best be 

described as "smart baby monitors," with high-tech features that allow parents to use them as 

cameras and to monitor from the office or somewhere else outside the home. 

And in another nod to this gadget-hooked generation of parents, some now come with carrying cases, 

spare battery packs and so many other types of extra equipment that last month Babies "R" Us and 

Toys "R" Us locations added separate display racks just for the "accessories." 

In the old days of baby-monitoring – like, say, a mere decade ago — it was enough to have a gadget 

that picked up the sounds of an infant crying in a second-floor nursery and transmitted them 

downstairs to the kitchen, where with the dishwasher running and the radio on, Mom and Dad might 

not have otherwise heard them. 

Today's digital wireless devices are a distant cousin to those simple audio devices of yore, with their 

cumbersome cords and crackling analog signals that sometimes mistakenly picked up the sounds of 

the neighbor's baby. Some new models feature color LCD screens that pick up video images of a 

sleeping baby from monitors featuring night-vision cameras, most have sensors that record the 
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temperature inside the nursery, and many have dual-communication capabilities that allow a parent 

to offer coos of comfort to a fussing baby from another room. 

Parents don't even have to visit the traditional baby stores to find a device that will help peek in on 

their babies from afar, with cellphone apps and Wi-Fi programs available now that allow someone's 

laptop to double as a monitor. 

"We're seeing a lot of new innovations in just this past year," said Adrienne Giordano, spokesman for 

Wayne-based Toys "R" Us Inc. 

One fresh-on-the-scene baby monitor — the Summer Infant babyTOUCH Video Monitor — has iPad-

like touch-screen features that allow parents to remotely zoom and pan the nursery camera to get a 

better view of baby. The Lorex LIVE Sense baby monitor, meanwhile, allows parents to remotely take 

pictures and videos of their sleeping baby and upload them to a memory card — and perhaps later 

share with friends on their Facebook page. This just-released Lorex model, which adds new features 

to another model released only a year before, allows the parents to connect to Skype or another 

video-chatting provider, meaning Mom can be at the office, or Dad on the business trip, but still 

monitoring the baby throughout the day. 

The simple audio monitors from a decade ago can still be found in stores, Giordano said, and they 

remain popular with budget-conscious parents looking to spend as little as $45 on a baby monitor 

rather than the $200-plus price tag of some of the more technological monitors. But the top-two 

selling baby monitors at Toys "R" Us are high-tech video monitors, Giordano said. 

They might be popular, but do new parents need all the bells and whistles now available on some 

baby monitors? 

"Basically you have to decide what level of surveillance you're comfortable with," said Sandra 

Gordon, author of Consumer Reports Best Baby Products. For some parents, the additional 

surveillance brings them comfort, Gordon said, while for others "it makes them feel less at ease, as if 

they are never supposed to take a break from watching their kids — even when they are at the office 

or out of the house." 

Groups that educate about Sudden Infant Death Syndrome and promote safe sleeping habits for 

babies don't cite baby monitors of any variety as a necessity, said Linda McNeil Tantawi, executive 

director of the CJ Foundation for SIDS at Hackensack University Medical Center. 

"They're really more for parents' peace of mind rather than for the health and safety of the baby," 

Tantawi said. 
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Peace of mind is what Hillary Samuels of Wayne said she received from the then-new-to-the-market 

video monitor she purchased for her second baby, who's now almost 4. 

"I was definitely one of those mothers who would go to check to see if the baby was breathing all the 

time," Samuels said. The video monitor, unlike the audio one she had with her firstborn who's now 6, 

allowed her to lie in bed and check to make sure the baby was OK rather than getting up to 

investigate every whimper or raspy-sounding breath. 

"Anything that gives you more information about how your baby is doing is a good thing," Samuels 

said. "I think technology is definitely making things easier for parents." 

But one new mother shopping at Babies "R" Us in Secaucus with her 5-day-old daughter this month 

said she was leery of the new video devices and decided instead to go with a simple audio monitor. 

Shana of Cliffside Park, who declined to give her last name, was worried someone might be able to 

hack into the video signal and be able to see images of her baby. 

"Really all I need is to be able to hear her crying," Shana said. "That's what a monitor is supposed to 

be for." 

The Record (Woodland Park, NJ) – Colleen Diskin had a confirmed call with Lorex on 

Wednesday, September 7th. Article ran on Wednesday, September 21st: 

http://www.northjersey.com/community/130252808_Baby_monitors_get_ever_more_high

-tech.html.    
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